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John Wallace & John Miller trumpets

Paul Gardham horn
Simon Gunton trombone

Robin Haggart tuba

Recorded in the presence of the composer
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In this capacity, Simon has worked as an animateur with primary, secondary and university
students, hospice patients, autistic children, prisoners, the probation service, homeless and
mental health communities. For the British Council Simon has toured extensively with the
Wallace Collection, leading workshops in Russia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Bangladesh and
Kazakhstan. Simon was previously musical director of Escape Artists, during which he
facilitated, directed and conducted two major productions as part of an extended project
with Mental Health Service Users, Cambridge Cantata with Kings College Chapel
Cambridge, and The City Wakes, a tribute to Syd Barrett. Simon also has his own brass
chamber group ‘The Golden Section’.

The 2015-16 season is Robin Haggart's 20th as Principal Tuba of the Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra. In that time he has appeared as a soloist on several occasions most
notably performing the Vaughan Williams concerto with Vernon Handley. Born in
Aberdeen into a musical family, he studied at the Royal Academy of Music, winning a
number of awards including the Principal's Prize. During this time he also won the Silver
Medal in the Shell LSO Music Scholarship and was a member of the Gustav Mahler
Jugendorchester and the European Union Youth Orchestra. As well as his RLPO work, he
has played as a guest player with most of the orchestras in the UK as well as orchestras in
Spain, Italy and Germany, where he was invited to play for a week in the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra. In 2003 he was invited by Claudio Abbado to join the newly
re-formed Lucerne Festival Orchestra and for the next 6 years played with the LFO at the
prestigious Summer Festival as well as touring to New York, Rome and Tokyo. Robin is on
the teaching staff of the Royal Northern College of Music and has given masterclasses at the
Royal College of Music, the Royal Welsh College of Music, and Chethams School of Music.
In October 2015, Robin premiered the Tuba Concerto ‘Europa and The Bull’ by Robin
Holloway in the Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool with the RLPO. He lives in Neston with his
wife Nicola and their two children.
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and The Rite of Spring with Pierre Boulez. His undergraduate study was at Kings College
Cambridge from 1970 - 74, during which time he was granted frequent leave to work with
the London Symphony Orchestra, with Berio, Maxwell-Davies and Stockhausen in the
London Sinfonietta. His subsequent performing career was based in London as a member of
the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble, the Philharmonia Orchestra, Equale Brass and the Wallace
Collection. John taught trumpet at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London, for
almost twenty years, before joining the staff of Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester
in 1999. He has additionally enjoyed long and committed associations with both the National
Youth Orchestra of Great Britain and the European Union Youth Orchestra. In addition to
his performing career, his educational work with young musicians has been internationally
acclaimed. In 1993 he was awarded an Honorary Fellowship of the Guildhall School, in 2006
a Fellowship of the RNCM, and in 2010 Professorship (personal chair) of RNCM. In this
capacity he has held the position of Head of School of Wind Brass and Percussion of the
RNCM since 1913.

Paul Gardham studied at the Royal College of Music. During his early career he held
positions with the Royal Opera and Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Since the late nineties he
has enjoyed a varied workload freelancing in London, and as a commercial session player
on numerous film soundtracks and albums (James Bond, Pirates of the Caribbean, The
Mummy, The Bourne Identity, Harry Potter, and artists including Joni Mitchel, Westlife,
Bjork, Amy Winehouse, Robbie Williams and Coldplay).

Simon Gunton is the creative heartbeat and founder of Beats Learning, and has over 25
years experience as professional musician in many different forms. A Royal College of Music
graduate, Simon has worked with all of the country's major symphony, chamber and opera
orchestras. Simon has featured on numerous film soundtracks, recently James Bond:
Quantum of Solace, and played with artists such as Paul McCartney, Elton John, Westlife
and Mariah Carey. Simon has led projects and presented concerts for the Royal Opera House,
Philharmonia Orchestra, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Britten Sinfonia, Royal College of
Music, Royal Academy of Music, Spitalfields Festival, British Council and Arts and Business.
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1 March: The Pole Star (1982) 3.44
For brass quintet

Litany for a Ruined Chapel between Sheep and Shore (1999)
For trumpet solo (performed by John Wallace)

2 I Adagio Recitando 5.05
3 II Lento 3.04
4 III Presto Vigoroso 2.22

Sea Eagle (1982)
For horn solo

5 I Adagio 3.30
6 II Lento 3.18
7 III Presto Molto 1.43

Tallis: Four Voluntaries (1982)
Arranged for brass quintet

8 Veni Redemtpor gentium I 1.55
9 Ex More Docti Mistico 1.56
10 Ecce Tempus 1.24
11 Veni Redemptor gentium II 2.13

12 Fanfare for Lowry (2000) 3.53
For two solo trumpets

Brass Quintet (1981)
13 I Adagio. Allegro 9.05
14 II Adagio flessibile 16.01
15 III Allegro vivace 9.34

Total playing time  68.54
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Brass instruments have been prominent in Peter Maxwell’s Davies’s music since his Op. 1, a
trumpet sonata he wrote the year he turned twenty-one. The focus of this record, however,
is on music from a long quarter-century later: the Brass Quintet he produced in 1981 and a
spray of pieces that came in the immediate wake of that major effort, including not only two
smaller items for the same formation but also a horn solo that, though so different in scale,
is related in substance to the quintet. Trumpet tunes continue the story into the next two
decades.

As assembled here, however, the works expound narratives that are other than chronological.
The opening pieces all have references to Orkney, where Davies has lived for more than forty
years, and there is then a glimpse back to his native Salford before the main work. At the
same time, the progression through relatively straightforward compositions may tune us in
to Davies’s harmony and mechanics before we scale that major peak.

The Pole Star provides the introduction, a march of 1982 on a theme that, striding down as it
begins through intervals of a major second and a fourth, appears in variants that syncopate
it, narrow its fourth to a major third and turn it, in this last version, upside down, these
transformations separated by forceful climaxes. The work thus offers a simple example of
the processes of thematic metamorphosis Davies uses in larger works, and its harmony, too,
is appropriately simplified for the occasion, beginning in a kind of B flat minor to end
brilliantly in G flat. Davies named the piece after the Northern Lighthouse Board ship
stationed at the Orkney port of Stromness, his interest in lighthouses lingering from his
chamber opera on the subject.

Next comes one of several pieces Davies has destined specifically for John Wallace: Litany –
for a Ruined Chapel between Sheep and Shore, which he wrote in 1999, shortly after his move
to a new home on the Orkney island of Sanday, close to the medieval ruin of the title. ‘I
imagined the music being played in the ruin,’ he has said, ‘open to the skies, in the vast
stillness of that haunted land and seascape.’

A litany is a prayer in a succession of similar sentences, and that is partly how the trumpet
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The Wallace Collection

Founded by John Wallace in 1986 to explore and perform the extensive brass
repertory, The Wallace Collection is one of the world's pioneering brass ensembles
with an international reputation for innovative programming. After a twelve-year
sabbatical, the ensemble was relaunched in May 2014 at a Park Lane Group concert
in the Queen Elizabeth Hall, London. Currently it aims to achieve the extraordinary
and exceptional in brass through focussing on the music of today in close
juxtaposition with the lost repertory of the 19th century.

Like his lifelong friend John Miller, John Wallace grew up in Tullis Russell Mills Band. In
1965 he toured Europe playing Haydn’s trumpet concerto with the National Youth
Orchestra of Great Britain with Rudolf Schwartz. He went on to become Principal Trumpet
with the Philharmonia Orchestra after periods with the Royal Philharmonic and London
Symphony Orchestras as Assistant Principal Trumpet. In 2002 he returned to Scotland to
become Principal of the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, a multidisciplinary institution of
Drama, Dance, Production, Screen and Music. He left this position in September 2014 to
resume his musical career, reforming his brass ensemble, the Wallace Collection, and
composing new music for brass. During his first career as a trumpet player, John played
concertos with many conductors including Simon Rattle, Andrew Davis, Riccardo Muti,
Guiseppe Sinopoli, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Leonard Slatkin, and premiered new works by
Malcolm Arnold, Peter Maxwell Davies, Harrison Birtwistle, James Macmillan, Tim Souster,
Robert Saxton, Mark Antony Turnage, HK Gruber, Dominic Muldowney amongst others.
With Trevor Herbert he co-edited the Cambridge University Press Companion to Brass
Instruments and wrote, with Alexander McGrattan, a history of The Trumpet, published in
2012 by Yale University Press.

John Miller began his musical life playing with Tullis Russell Mills Band in Fife, Scotland.
At age 16 he joined the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain, where life-changing
experiences were playing the Hummel Trumpet Concerto with conductor Rudolf Schwarz,
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which the first has the horn recalling the start of the first movement – though the polyphony
in longer notes from trombones and trumpets is more prominent. A rising minor third from
the horn, stopped, offers punctuation before the second theme, which is essentially a horn
melody. Following a variation on the first theme with pulsing trumpets, the horn melody is
transferred to the first trombone for a variation, which the horn enters only towards the end.
The second variation on the first theme has bursts of electricity from the trumpets, which
then return to their pulsing as the themes start to coalesce. A fanfare for the trumpets alone
heralds a development of mounting tension through which the trumpets increasingly insist
on C sharp, a destination lost in the coda.

The third movement has at first, Davies suggests, the rondo character proper to a finale, but
it comes unstuck, as the trumpets, left alone, wind down. An emphatic crescendo on D from
the horn reboots the music, into three dance-like episodes each of which reaches to a
treble-register C sharp in a different harmonization, the second being a root-position C sharp
major chord. This is a favourite tonality of Davies’s, though here a diversion. The third, more
complex C sharp chord precipitates a return again to the mood of the quintet’s beginning.
Accelerating back to ebullience, the music asserts C as its goal, placed high on trumpet at the
end, in bristling conflict with the D above it. The strange ceremony, some of whose gambits
we may come to understand only gradually, has worked its way to a triumph that is
unmistakable.

© 2015 Paul Griffiths
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behaves in this piece, answering itself from phrase to phrase, building on. But there are also
passages of whirling virtuosity, of instrumental glossolalia, increasingly in the first
movement and again at the start of the last, before the solemnity is re-engaged, towards a
close on what is decidedly the tonic: a homecoming, indeed.

Also Orcadian-maritime in its topic, and dating like The Pole Star from 1982, Sea Eagle
conveys something of the majestic flight and otherness of a creature Davies observed from
his first Orkney home, overlooking the ocean at the rim of the island of Hoy. This is, however,
not only a nature piece but also a compact solo sonata, as much as the trumpet’s Litany.
Undoubtedly based on a plainsong theme – the first phrase starts out searching to rehouse
the notes of the D minor scale – the piece also resembles the solo trumpet piece in its
closeness often to chant, quasi-vocal.

It opens with a recitative in three phrases, followed by a variant that ends with a motif of
three stopped notes. Then comes a song and, to end this movement, a speeded-up reprise of
the recitative, arriving at the same stopped motif and going beyond it. The second
movement is a slow airborne dance in two sections, the first repeated, and the work ends
with a sequence of virtuoso variations that refer back to the beginning and achieve a
spectacular culmination: a high stopped D, fading into the distance as the great bird flies on.

The Four Voluntaries, again from 1982, return us to where Davies’s work has its deepest
origins, in Tudor polyphony. There he found precedent for twentieth-century innovation, in
how harmony was undergoing a major change, turning from medieval modality towards the
system of major and minor keys, just as, following the revolution of atonality four centuries
later, it could turn again, from that system towards a new modality. Tudor composers also
provided Davies with basic tools, particularly in creating counterpoint around melodies
drawn from plainsong, whose importance to the composer has already been demonstrated.

In the sixteenth century this technique was used, as it had been for centuries before, in
creating great feasts of vocal polyphony to adorn the liturgy. But it could also be applied on
a smaller scale in keyboard pieces, of which the earliest important English collection is the
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Mulliner Book, dating from the middle of the sixteenth century and named after its compiler,
Thomas Mulliner, organist at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. An edition of the book was
published in 1951 as the first volume in a national series, Musica Britannica, and evidently it
made a great impression on Davies, who was to arrange several pieces from it, not only the
four Tallis items of the voluntaries.

Each of these pieces starts out around the first few notes of a medieval hymn tune, such as
would have been familiar to anyone, whether musician or cleric, whose life revolved around
the daily worship of the church. Davies has the opening line of the chant in each case intoned
by the trombone, which in three of the pieces goes on to repeat the initial notes, now in long
values to support a counter-subject introduced in imitation. The exception is the third
voluntary, Ecce tempus idoneum, where the counter-subject enters first, immediately followed
by an adaptation of the chant in the horn part.

Having got things moving, the chant may disappear, except for reminiscences that are
almost inevitable, given that the chants regularly include simple scale fragments. It may,
alternatively, come back a second time, as happens in both the second voluntary and the
third. In either event, the counter-subject remains the main element, right up to the closing
cadence, which is where the modal polyphony affirms its arrival in the new harmony. The
two Veni Redemptor gentium pieces are in D minor, Ex more docti mistico in D major and Ecce
tempus idoneum in E minor, the minor-key pieces all ending with major chords. It is up to the
editor or arranger how much to regularize the harmony before this point by adding
accidentals; Davies boldly brings forward clashes, none more strident than that between F
sharp and F, a semitone apart, from the two trumpets not far into Ex more. It is a sound that
has already been heard in The Pole Star and will recur.

Featuring only the two trumpets, the Fanfare for Lowry (2000) immediately has similar
semitone dissonances, again characteristic of Davies’s own modality, which here takes the
form of a kind of alternative C major broken by a passage in the minor to give an ABA–CC–A
pattern, the close coming a brilliant minor third higher than the ending of the first part.
Davies wrote the piece for The Lowry, an arts centre in Salford housing the paintings L.S.
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Lowry donated to what was his native municipality, as well as Davies’s.

All these varied preludes have, in terms of instrumental bravura, woven texture and often
sombre melody, set the scene for the Brass Quintet, which Davies, with customary dispatch,
wrote in September-October 1981 for the Empire Brass Quintet; they gave the first
performance the following March in Boston. To quote him again, the work ‘attempts to
provide the [brass quintet] repertory with a work of real chamber music, in so far as the
players are involved in the intimate kind of music-making associated with a string quartet,
requiring exactly the same kind of responsibility and musical intelligence.’ One might note
that thus far he had written only one string quartet, at a much earlier stage in his composing
life, but that the ideal of the quartet as the domain of high seriousness had been with him
more recently, for he had written about his sextet Ave maris stella (1975) in similar terms.

The first movement is in the slow-fast form of a classical introduction and sonata allegro,
though one might also consider it a slow movement – characteristically meditative, seeming
to weigh intervals as it pronounces them – that turns into a scherzo, spinning off from and
perhaps slightly mocking what had before been so deliberate. All the work’s seeds, Davies
has said, are present in the slow music, and they certainly include what the horn puts
forward right away: a falling minor ninth, then a falling minor seventh that lands on middle
C, projected onwards by the second trumpet, muted, as the music’s uncertain home. Much
of this whole section is a monologue for the horn, sometimes in alternation with one or other
of the trombones, and accompanied by the trumpets, who seem to be listening, the first
possibly already expressing doubts in its quiet trills. Finally the two trumpets project a
crescendo on F that launches the fast music, increasing in excitement as the trumpets push
towards one climax after another. After the biggest comes breathing space and a recollection
of the opening, with the original horn solo now taken by the second trombone, an octave
lower. Swirling on from here, the music eventually disintegrates, until only the trombones
are left, in a low register. Briefly the others return, and the first trumpet quietly insists there
is more to be said.

What follows is a slow movement in double variation form, i.e. alternating two themes, of
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1 March: The Pole Star (1982) 3.44
For brass quintet

Litany for a Ruined Chapel
 between Sheep and Shore (1999)

For trumpet solo
2 I Adagio Recitando 5.05
3 II Lento 3.04
4 III Presto Vigoroso 2.22

Sea Eagle (1982)
For horn solo

5 I Adagio 3.30
6 II Lento 3.18
7 III Presto Molto 1.43

Tallis: Four Voluntaries (1982)*
Arranged for brass quintet

8 Veni Redemtpor gentium I 1.55
9 Ex More Docti Mistico 1.56
10 Ecce Tempus 1.24
11 Veni Redemptor gentium II 2.13

12 Fanfare for Lowry (2000)* 3.53
For two solo trumpets

Brass Quintet (1981)*
13 I Adagio. Allegro 9.05
14 II Adagio flessibile 16.01
15 III Allegro vivace 9.34

*First recordings  Total playing time  68.54
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